
Chromium-plated radiator (cod. 50). Immersion heaters with wireless electronic control.

NOVO

Chromium-plated VELA radiators are also available
in an electric-only version for those situations where it is
not possible, or worth-while, to connect them to the normal
heating system.
They are supplied complete with wall fixing kit.
Power supply 230 V / 1 ph / 50 Hz, class 2, IP 44.

Bathroom Radiator VELA
Electric Chomium-plated

VELA
Chromium-plated Electric

THE NEW WIRELESS
CONTROLLER
allows complete
remote management
of every electric
radiator function. The
controller features a wee-
kly program function that allows
energy savings according to your lifestyle and
routine. A different code is associated with each tran-
smitter to avoid interference with nearby homes. Be-
cause they are wireless, the radiofrequency
controllers offer the advantage of being quick and
easy to install. Commands are transmitted via radio
waves. The transmitter can even be placed on a piece
of furniture. Because there are no wires, there is no
need to carry out any modifications within the home.

NEW
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VELA electricVELA electric

In photo: Vela Chromium Electric radiator. Hight mm 1820, width mm 560,
colour Chrome Plated (cod. 50). Electric heather with controller Wireless.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: electric towel warmer radiator made of steel; ho-
rizontal elements with oval tubes 50x20 mm diameter; side manifolds with a 40x30 mm
semioval section; complete with thermal liquid.

MODELLO
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Code Depth Hight Width Weight Electric Power
P mm H mm L mm Kg Watt

VES056X 50 30 700 560 12,5 400

VEM056X50 30 1120 560 19,3 400

VEL056X 50 30 1610 560 27,4 700

VEE056X 50 30 1820 560 30,9 1000

Packaging include: 3 CHELAwall brackets.

50 = Chrome colour code
X = Y for electric heater with thermostatic electronic control; Z for electric heater with wireless electronic control.

The diagrams illustrated below refer to the Vela Chromium
Electric radiator with a controller Wireless; for further details
regarding overall dimensions and clearances, please refer to
the section planes below.

CHROME PLATEDCHROME PLATED

ELECTRIC HEATER WITH THERMOSTATIC ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Heater with inbuilt thermostat, calibrated at 90°C and safety thermal cut off calibrated at 152°C, 230 V,
1 ph, 50 Hz temperature regulator with ambient sensor, Class II insulation, IP44 protection index.
The temperature sensor allows you to choose an ambient temperature between 7°C and 30°C. It also
features a child safety lock.
The heater is supplied complete with an approx. 1200 mm long cable and schuko plug.

NEW

ELECTRIC HEATER WITH WIRELESS ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Wireless digital electronic control featuring weekly program. 433 MHz function frequency. ITCS (Intelli-
gent Temperature Control System) function to ensure the exact temperature at the set time.
The heater is supplied complete with an approx. 1200 mm long cable and schuko plug.

NEW


